Curriculum Committee
College of Arts and Sciences

Minutes for the Meeting of December 07, 2017

Meeting Called to Order: 12:35 pm

Present: B Aghahowa, R Attele (Guest), J Chern, S Christofferson (Chair), P Cronce, L Fuller, K Khan, P McFarland, K Swier (acting secretary), A Van Duzor, A Yimer.

1. Introduction:

S Christofferson summarized status of course addition (CPT 5775) that was tabled at last meeting.

2. Old Business:

A. CPT 5775

R Attele summarized the goals of this course and the reasons for including Entrepreneurship in the title. He stated that the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science wishes to embed the university core value of entrepreneurship into the curriculum and lay the groundwork for bringing an incubator to CSU.

P Cronce suggested the following changes to the forms to be submitted:

1. transfer information to new 2017 curriculum form 2;
2. change short title to ENTPRNSHP CYB SEC
3. check no in response to “Will it satisfy general education requirements?”
4. modify course description to read: Concepts of cyber security that impact the various layers of networking topology, methods and processes to build products and services and their relevant solutions. Theories of innovation and minimum viable product (MVP) applied to security and entrepreneurship, ending in a culminating project.
5. obtain signature of Dean of College of Business on Curriculum Form 1.

Motion (P McFarland) and 2nd (L Fuller) to approve course with these changes passed unanimously.

B. Approval of minutes of November meeting

November 02, 2017 minutes were approved with minor changes in punctuation.

4. Next Meeting:

Next meeting Feb 6, 2018.